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Pants & Trousers 

Tactical Pant
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Pants & Trousers / Pants 

Classic Look and Feel.      
Zip Fly.     
Two large front pockets.      
Two expandable cargo pockets with flaps and buttons.     
Two rear pockets with flaps and buttons.      
Waist adjusters.      
Removable drawstring at hem.      
Two-inch belt loops.     

Pants & Trousers 

Cargo Combat Trousers
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Cargo Combat Trousers

C23

S95 Trousers

Extremely hard wearing and durable S95 military
style trousers

Comfortable fit 
Made a from a tough ripstop material
6 x pockets
Zip fly
Ankle and internal waist drawstrings
65%/35% polycotton ripstop 

Pants & Trousers 
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High Quality Combat Trousers Made To Full Military Spec

Comes In Latest BTP `All Terrain Camo'
Rip Stop Material - Lightweight , Strong & Fast To Dry
6 X Pockets.
Zip Fly.
Ankle & Internal Waist Drawstrings.
Inseam: 32’’
65%/35% Polycotton Ripstop..     
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Action Trouser 

Extreme Work Trouser
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Superior comfort and functionality form the appeal of the Action
Trouser. The secret to the popularity of this style is outstanding
value, a huge choice of colours and a wide range of size and
length options. Made from quality poly-cotton, features include
multiple zip pockets, reinforced fabric at seat and knee areas
with the added option of accommodating knee pads. A true 
 
  

The  Extreme work trouser is a durable and comfortable work
trouser ideal for a number of jobs. This entry level trouser packs
a number of great features into an economic trouser. Triple
stitched on all main seams and featuring reinforced knee and
holster pockets. The trouser also features tuck away nail pockets
as well as a phone pocket.

Pants & Trousers 

market leader.

330 gsm polyester / cotton.
triple stitched.
double thickness on back pockets.
tuck away nail pockets.
knee pad pockets.
mobile pocket.

Double-layer reinforced knee protection for extra strength and durability.
Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads *Knee pads sold separately.
Zipped pockets.
11 pockets for ample storage.
Easy access cargo pocket.
Reinforced seams for extra durability and strength.
Multiple utility pockets.
Two back zip pockets.
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Bib & Brace

Painter Bib & Brace

5 pockets for ample storage inclining a zip bib pockets, pouch pockets,
two front pockets, and one rear pockets.
Double-stitched on seams for a more durable and long-lasting garment.
Cotton
Fastening: Zipper Bottom loading knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads.
Elasticated back straps for a comfortable fit.

Mens White Work Trousers

Our trousers provides excellent workwear benefits for the modern worker.
The elasticated waist and back provides extra comfort and flexibility and look smart.

The Trouser has multiple side, back and front pockets- Knee Pad pockets 
Ruler pocket
Key loop and Hammer loop 10 + Pockets. ( please note:
Number of pockets very depending on trouser type so check
images to find desired number of pockets )
Material: 65 % Polyester / 35 % Cotton ( 265 - 270 g/m²)-
Machine Washable at 60 °C
Stretch zone in back
increases better fit and allows freedom of movement.
YKK™ zip fly- Semi Elasticated Waistband Waist for
a Comfort Fit
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Pants & Trousers 

Tx11 Contrast Trousers

The TX11 Texo Contrast Trousers features include
knee pad pockets, hook & loop for hem adjustment
 

     
  

and several handy pockets.

Tx12 Contrast Bib & Brace

The Safe contrast Bib and Brace is constructed with cotton
rich fabric making it comfortable as well as practical. The Bib
& Brace offers full protection to the legs and lower body.
Featuring a concealed bib pocket, kneepad pockets and
thigh pockets you will always have plenty of storage options.
A Hook & Loop at the leg end ensures a secure fit and
maximum comfort while on the job.



BDU Shorts 
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BDU Shorts Are Made Of A Comfortable And Durable
55% Cotton/ 45%Polyester Material Two Front
Side Pockets Two Large Side Cargo Pockets. Button
Fly With Adjustable Pull Tabs On Waist Available
In A  Variety Of Colors And Sizes

BDU Shorts 



 

Kids Tac�cal Vest  

Kids Trouser 
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Made of Poly/Cotton Vest fabric       
11 Pockets       
Zipper Front with Single Snap Closure 
(Middle of Zipper)       
       
Tab with D-Ring Attached to Back Of Collar At 
Neck       
Use the kids vest for fishing, camping, climbing, or 
any other outdoor activity       

Made of 55% cotton / 45% poly twill       
Fabric resists fading and shrinking       
2 Single-needle pocket stitching       
Two-buttoned cargo pockets       
Two-buttoned back        
       
Adjustable waist tabs for a perfect fit       
Zippered fly       
Durable leg drawstring closures
(fused, knotted, tacked) for adjustable length       
       

Kids Tactical Vest & Trouser 
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Two piece design increases air flow and easy to wear.
•  Adjustable side tabs for customized fit
•  Zipper pockets
•  Lightweight and durable fabric.
•  Cool & breathable

Two Piece Flight suit 

Fligth Suits 
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Hoodies & T-shirts



Fleec e Zip Hood 
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Fleece full-zip hoodie jacket with trendy camo designs     
Mid-weight fleece is perfect for all seasons      
Soft stretch rib-knit hem and cuffs      
Durable front-closure zipper      
Adjustable hood with a soft and comfortable hand-feel drawstring      
Front pockets      
60% Cotton 40% Polyester      
Machine washable      

Hoodies & T-shirts

Fleece Hood & Trouser.

JOGGERS:

Elasticated waist with drawcord Side zipped pockets Carg leg
pocket with velcro flap closure Back pocket with velcro flap
closure Cuffed leg openings .

HOODIE:

Pouch pocket Combed inner fleece for comfort and warmth
Lined hood Ribbed cuffs and hem.
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T-shirtsHoodies & T-shirts



tactical clothing
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The kids UBACS shirt in BTP camouflage is similar to the type worn by the
military and for airsoft.

Ideal to wear under an assault or tactical vest or it can be worn on its own.

With reinforced elbows and ripstop arms, the shirt is hardwearing, with
adjustable cuffs. quarter zip for easy on and off and velcro panels on both
arms for patches.

UBACS Shirt
Ripstop arms
Reinforced elbows
Quarter-length zip
Adjustable Velcro cuffs
Velcro panels on upper arms

Kids Ubacs

Combat Shirt 

The Combat Shirt is what everyone has been asking for. Fully
functional and comfortably fit, our combat shirt is ready
to go with you wherever you're needed. From Raglan cut
sleeves for improved range of motion to anti-static and
finishes on the chest, the Combat Shirt is ready to help you
perform at your best.Raglan cut sleeves for improved range of
motion Mesh underarm panel to increase ventilation  Mesh lined
collar to prevent unwanted abrasion Two bicep pockets with
YKK zipper closuresTwo 4"W x 5"H shoulder patch panels
Elbow pad pocketsAbrasion resistant forearmsVelcro adjusted
cuffs.



tactical clothing
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Tac�cal T Shirt
 
Cool dry fabric.  
Velcro pocket on sleves.  
50% Cotton & 50% Polyester.

Tac�cal T Shirt

100% cotton fabric ;
Weight 200 GSM ;
Anatomic cut for comfartable fit ;
Reinforcement at major seams for durability
Short sleeves t-shirt ;
Two bicep pockets on left sleeve with velcro
panel for
easy personalization.
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This garment has been made using waterproof, windproof 
and breathable fabrics, providing reliable protection from the elements.           
Full zip closure           
100% polyester Fabric Hi            
2 side zip pocket 2 chest pocket           
Adjustable drawcord's at waist and back of collar

So�shell Jacket

Softshell Jacket this is a high quality breathable
and waterproof jacket that can be worn all year, It  is 
made from 97% polyester and 3% spandex with a  
warm polyester fleece liningIt has articulated sleeves,.
adjustable cuffs and adjustable hem Fabric97%. 
Polyester, 3% Spandex bonded with 100% Polyester,

    fleece.

Softshell Jackets 

So�shell Jacket



Economical so�shell jacket 
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Two zipped hand pockets and one chest pocket
Water-repellent finish Full-length interactive allows 
it to be attached to compatible jackets as an extra
warming layer adjustable hem drawstring Polyester
elastane fabric laminated with polyester Machine
washable at 40 C

Economical Jackets & Softshell Jackets 

So�shell Casual Jacket

This has a chest pocket for storing your bits and bobs.
So why choose a casual jacket, when you can have workwear
Tailored for your needs?

70gsm nylon ripstop & 320gsm softshell outer
100% nylon: 96% polyester 4% elastane
Zipped handwarmer pockets
Zipped chest pockets
Adjustable cuffs



Puffer Vest 

100% Polyester padded puffer vest   
Sleeveless   
Attached hood and front zip opening   
2 Side pockets & 2 chest pockets   
Our filler is a featherless & 100% polyester   

So�shell Body Warmer  

100% Polyester padded puffer vest   
Sleeveless   
Attached hood and front zip opening   
2 Side pockets & 2 chest pockets   
Our filler is a featherless & 100% polyester   

Softshell Body Warmer & Puffer Vest
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Puffar Body warmer 
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Outer fabric 100% polyester & waterproof.
Main good quality Zip. 2 Side Zip pockets
and 1 inside pocket

Puffar Jacket 

100% Polyester shell. Waterproof breathable, Front
Zip, 2 side zip pockets, 1chest zip pocket, and 1
inside pocket. Ham adjustable code

Puffar Body Warmer & Puffer Jacket



Versatile and comfortable protection against all 
weather conditions with polyester lining. 

Numerous zipped outer and interior pockets 
excellent personal security.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester, 300D Oxford Weave 
with a stain resistant finish, PU Coated 190g, Lining 
Fabric: 100% Polyester. 

     
  

hi vis jackets

Hi Vis Bomber Jacket

Versatile and comfortable protection against all 
weather conditions with polyester lining. 

Numerous zipped outer and interior pockets 
excellent personal security.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester, 300D Oxford Weave 
with a stain resistant finish, PU Coated 190g, Lining 
Fabric: 100% Polyester. 

     
  

Hi Vis Bomber Jacket
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Versatile and comfortable protection against all 
weather conditions with polyester lining. 

Numerous zipped outer and interior pockets 
excellent personal security.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester, 300D Oxford Weave 
with a stain resistant finish, PU Coated 190g, Lining 
Fabric: 100% Polyester. 

     
  

Hi Vis Bomber Jacket

Hi Vis Parka Jacket

hi vis jackets
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Hi Vis Parka Jacket-Hi Vis Parka Jacket warm padded
lining and a storm collar, this Parka Jacket gives great
protection against the wind and rain. So even in terrible
weather.Jacket is ideal for both security and site workers
alike and would make a distinctive addition to your corporate
 

     
  

work wear range.
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Ultimate stretch material provides unique freedom 
of movement and high comfort.
The water-repellent multifunctional stretch material
combines a low weight with a very high durability.
The product tolerates industrial washing.
Fastening with zip and internal storm flap, so the 
wind is kept out.
Extra visibility with the help of oblique, transverse 
reflective strips 

     
  

Hi Vis 2 tone  Soft Shell Jacket

Ultimate stretch material provides unique freedom
of movement and high comfort.
The water-repellent multifunctional stretch material 
combines a low weight with a very high durability.
The product tolerates industrial washing.
Fastening with zip and internal storm flap, so the 
wind is kept out.
Extra visibility with the help of oblique, transverse 
reflective strips 

     
  

Hi Vis 2 Tone Soft Shell Jacket

hi vis jackets
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hi vis coverall

Hi Vis Coverall

Hi Vis Coverall

Our Hi Vis Coverall is ideal for full body Class
3 hi-vis protection. With plenty of room for 
additional layering, this polycotton coverall is 
designed to protect you and your clothes from 
the hazards of work. Conformity Conforms to
2 band & brace2 bands of retro-reflective tape
per leg Polyester/cotton fabric 2-way zip fastening 
Zipped chest pocket2 side pockets2 back pockets 
Partially elasticated waist Applications Construction,
 
 
Mechanical Tasks, Roaworks.

Our Hi Vis Coverall is ideal for full body Class
3 hi-vis protection. With plenty of room for 
additional layering, this polycotton coverall is 
designed to protect you and your clothes from 
the hazards of work. Conformity Conforms to
2 band & brace2 bands of retro-reflective tape
per leg Polyester/cotton fabric 2-way zip fastening 
Zipped chest pocket2 side pockets2 back pockets 
Partially elasticated waist Applications Construction,
 
 
Mechanical Tasks, Roaworks.
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A garment designed to be completely practical and 
safe, the Contrast Bib & Brace protects the lower 
body and chest against wet conditions whilst 
ensuring safety. 

Features

Waterproof and breathable with taped seams to 
Prevent water penetration
Reflective tape for increased visibility
6 pockets for ample storage
Phone pocket
Back patch pocket
Double rule pocket
Elasticated back panel
Adjustable side opening for added flexibility
Contrast panels for protection against dirt
Shell Fabric :  300D Breathable: 100% Polyester, 
300D Oxford Weave, PU Coated, Breathable, 
Stain-Resistant Finish 190g 

     
  

hi vis bib & brace

Hi Vis Orange Bib & Brace

Hi Vis Yellow Bib & Brace

A garment designed to be completely practical and 
safe, the Contrast Bib & Brace protects the lower 
body and chest against wet conditions whilst 
ensuring safety. 

Features

Waterproof and breathable with taped seams to 
Prevent water penetration
Reflective tape for increased visibility
6 pockets for ample storage
Phone pocket
Back patch pocket
Double rule pocket
Elasticated back panel
Adjustable side opening for added flexibility
Contrast panels for protection against dirt
Shell Fabric :  300D Breathable: 100% Polyester, 
300D Oxford Weave, PU Coated, Breathable, 
Stain-Resistant Finish 190g 
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hi vis trouser

These Trousers look smart and feel great, modern
contrast colouring is combined with useful features.

Half elasticated waist band with belt loops
Durable polyester/cotton fabric
Reflective tape for increased visibility
10 pockets for ample storage
Phone pocket
Two back patch pocket
Rule pocket
Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads
Hook and loop hems for a secure fit
Contrast coloring for added style
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 

Hi Vis 2 Tone Yellow Trouser (TX51YNR)

These Trousers look smart and feel great, modern
contrast colouring is combined with useful features.

Half elasticated waist band with belt loops
Durable polyester/cotton fabric
Reflective tape for increased visibility
10 pockets for ample storage
Phone pocket
Two back patch pocket
Rule pocket
Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads
Hook and loop hems for a secure fit
Contrast coloring for added style
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 

Hi Vis 2 Tone Orange Trouser (TX51ONR)
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Hi Vis Yellow Fleece Sweatshirt

Hi Vis Fleece Sweat shirt is made of 
Premium fleece. 
Reflective tape on torso and arms 
Provides excellent visibility.
Also has elastic cuffs and 
Hem, 2 pockets.

Hi-Vis Fleece Hood-

This HI VIS safe wear is a great idea for day &
night use, with reflective tape on front and back 
for night reflection for enhanced visibility. Hi-Vis
Fleece Hood-Made of Fleece fabric Perfect in cold
weather: Ribbed cuff and waist for wind protection
Two sides/handwarmer pockets1 Chest Pocket.

Hi Vis Fleece Sweatshirt & Fleece Hood
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Hi Vis Orange Fleece Trouser

Men's Hi Vis Fleece Trouser. High 
VIS Reflective - Striped - 2 Side Pockets
100% Polyester fabric. 2 Thigh Cargo 
Pockets With Flap & Velcro Fasteners
Machine Washable - Colors May Vary 
Due To Studio Lighting Effects

Men's Hi Vis Fleece Trouser. High 
VIS Reflective - Striped - 2 Side Pockets
100% Polyester fabric. 2 Thigh Cargo 
Pockets With Flap & Velcro Fasteners
Machine Washable - Colors May Vary 
Due To Studio Lighting Effects

Hi Vis Yellow Fleece Trouser

HI VIS FLEECE SWEATSHIRT & TROUSER
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Hi Vis Hoodies & T-shirts

Birdseye Breathable Material   
2" Silver Reflective Tape   
100% ANSI Wicking Birdseye   
3.8 oz. Fabric Weight   
Lightweight Fabric Provides Comfort   

Hi Vis Moisture Wicking Birdseye T-Shirt
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Hospital Uniform

Hospital Uniform

Fashion style scrubs set medical work wear hospital uniform.
Wonderful hand feel, superior softness, more comfortable,unique
Color.flattering shaped. V-neck, side vents, front and back with
Double stitch.polyester cotton blended an adjustable drawstring, 
Full around elastic closureanti-wrinkle, quick dry,breathable
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